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Colleagues,

the next ITCC meeting will be held on Wedneday, Oct 9 at 4pm
in room 208 Physics. The tentative agenda is as follows:

Approve Minutes from last meeting
Personal Data Backup options  (Dan Utrecht)
Roque WiFi access points on campus (Dan Utrecht)
Security Awareness Update (Karl Lutzen)
Lumension Project rollout (Karl Lutzen)
Email: POP decommisioning

The minutes of the September meeting (slightly updated) are attached.
Please let me know if you have additional items.

Thanks
Thomas

--
---------------------------------------------------------------
Thomas Vojta                                phone: 573-341-4793
Professor of Physics                          fax: 573-341-4715
Department of Physics
Missouri University of Science and Technology
1315 N. Pine Street                       mailto:vojtat@mst.edu
Rolla, MO 65409                      http://www.mst.edu/~vojtat
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ITCC Meeting Minutes

May 8, 2013



Attending: Thomas Vojta, Amanda Gulley, Maggie Trish, Roger Weaver, Gerry O’Brennan, Karl Lutzen, John Bax, Jeff Schramm, Fatih Dogan, AJ Cesario, Greg Smith, Meg Brady, Angie Hammons, Richard Dawes



Meeting called to order at 4:00 PM.



1. Approval of last month’s minutes.



Motion to approve by Roger Weaver & Jeff Schramm 2nds. Unanimous vote to pass.



2. CIO’s conference & future of IT in universities (Greg)



Conference was in San Diego. It was well attended by 50 CIO’s from prestigious institutions, both public & private. It was all panel discussion oriented. David Carr, technology writer from NY Times, promised to do an article on technology issues in higher ed.



Key topics:



a. Cloud – for storage purposes. Should we store info on something we can’t control? What if that particular vendor goes out of business? They did discuss a Plan B. Most common issue was email. Is it possible to do a private cloud at the UM System? 

b. Leaning Management Systems (LMS) such as Blackboard. 

c. BYOD – CIO’s agree that it is probably a solution looking for a problem. No way to control mobile devices & we shouldn’t try. 

d. MOOCS – what does IT need to do to facilitate it? It’s mostly about marketing. Show example of what it would be like. Can’t be just an average online course, needs to be high-end. Currently seems mostly a Marketing Strategy. 

e. Remote access to applications – replace CLC’s with software that allows you to connect from anywhere.

f. ERP Systems (Peoplesoft, Banner) – looking at other possible systems, KUALI (http://www.kuali.org/)

g. How do you prepare for a disaster? How might we operate in a natural disaster? What if you lose your computing system with all of your email address, phones, etc. How would you communicate? Solution: keep a print out. Co-host your critical info.

h. Big data – great fear as research generates mass amounts of data. How do you move it fast enough without losing it? UM System is concerned about this as well. Maybe not just big data, but data sets. Roger Weaver: Data sets may need to be housed in library; there should be systematic way to do this. Discussion initiated by Richard Dawes on NSF Data management plans. Templates are being developed for reporting this type of thing.

i. Other versions of “ITCC” – some have a student oriented group. What would that look like at S&T? – have a variety of majors? What are some logical groupings? – BIO, Hard physical, mechanical, humanities…Should be narrowly targeted; students need to see a shorter benefit. Separate into undergrad & grad. Check with student counsel for suggestions about starting this type of group.



3. Strategic Plan’s implications on eLearning resources requests (Don)



Don is willing to further promote distance ed. Looking for an update?



4. Plans to phase out Blackboard



(Angie passed out a hand-out) Not necessarily get rid of Bb, more like looking at something to compliment it. EdTech will be exploring some other options and will be doing a fit-gap analysis. It is a very costly system. Students have expressed an interest in using Bb more. Question was asked how many faculty are using Bb. Currently hard to measure, but would like to be able to track it better. EdTech will definitely be asking for faculty input. They will be putting together a committee & town hall meetings in the Fall & Spring semesters, in addition to surveys being sent out. 



5. Cloud vs. CLC’s for certain software packages



This has come up in the Strategic Planning process as “would this save us money if we got rid of the CLC’s?” It may be a more flexible way to use certain softwares in terms of licensing issues. Vendors are looking at virtualized desktops, virtualized software, etc. There seems to be some resistance to adopting a virtual environment. We need more data on why students use a CLC. Why does faculty want their students to use CLC’s? 



6. Research Computing



How can IT better support Researching Computing? We do have student workers now that are able to back up the staff. We may possibly be hiring 1 FTE soon. Need to have some plan to allow for funded research. Collaborate with other schools within our network. Big push from UM System for more collaboration with the other UM schools. GPN network of schools will be coming to Research Technology Day in September to show off the booth display they will be taking to SuperComputing in November. We will be showcasing our visualization technology. The research computing group is ready to get involved in grant proposals; contact Mark Bookout. 

Richard Dawes: Better training for NIC users would be useful (running jobs on login nodes) 



New Items



1. If you have any suggestions for changes in the ITCC meeting, please send them to Thomas Vojta. 

a. Need to update the google group

b. Need to update the website



2. How can we increase participation in the ITCC meeting? Get input from faculty on whether or not the time of week/day needs to be changed? The venue needs to be changed? Food? 



Meeting adjourned at 5:05 PM.


